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For your safety and pleasure, we ask that you use common sense, and show
courtesy and consideration toward others at all times.
Please leave sick horses at home. Any horse with a noticeable cough, runny
nose, or any other potentially communicable illness will be asked to leave.
If your horse kicks, indicate with a red ribbon on its tail.
For safety reasons, organized day rides will be paced at a walk.
Respect our lands and stay on designated equestrian roads/trails.
Keep one-horse length between you and the other riders, and a two-horse
length on narrow trails and hills.
Do NOT pass the leader of a ride if there is one.
Ask permission to pass a horse in front of you and pass quietly.
If leaving the group during a ride, advise the ride host or leader.
Horses should not exceed a flat-footed walk in camp or in a staging area.
No loose horses are permitted in camp or on the trails. Hobbled horses are
considered loose horses due to their tendency to travel.
Wherever MBE goes, dog rules must be followed. Dogs are NOT allowed on
group day rides. When in camp, dogs and other pets must be confined or
leashed. Owners are responsible for their own pets’ behavior.
Animals are not allowed in eating areas.
Do NOT litter. Carry all trash to a trash receptacle.
Follow any park/camp/facility rules as set forth by location of ride/campout.
No alcohol or firearms permitted on the trail.
Smoking is permitted ONLY in designated areas.

Just a friendly reminder that we have ride rules for a reason. We would like to
respectfully ask everyone to please follow the rules for you own safety and to
ensure everyone’s enjoyment. Ride Hosts do not want to be the bad guy and ask
members to please follow the rules. We thank you for your consideration and
diligence in following these rules.
PLEASE NOTE: Rules are subject to change for specific rides & campouts, which will
be stated on the individual ride flyers for day rides & campouts.

